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 210.	With regard to corrupt practices I find that
supplying of conveyances is also a corrupt practice
tinder the rules ?—Yes.
 211.	Do not you think that in the rural areas
supplying of conveyances should be expunged from
the list of corrupt practices as it is most inconvenient
for rural voters to go to the polling booths without
any conveyance ?—I would not expunge it.    There
is some check and if we remove it altogether, the rich
people will have it all their own way.
 212.	It does not mean anything ?—I would not
remove it.    It would mean a lot.
 213.	I   can  understand   it  in  the  case  of,   say,
bribing, or giving of food, etc. ?—Even here, if a man
could afford it, he would bring his voters easily to the
polling booth in a car and take advantage over a
comparatively poor candidate.
 214.	Would  you  rather see that voters do not
exercise their right than that a more resourceful man
should bring them to the polling booth ?—Yes, that
is what I mean.
 215.	Though many voters would remain without
voting ?—Yes, rather than a man is elected who does
not represent his constituency.    That would be the
result.    It may be that one man will be in a position
to spend more money.
 216.	Is it not your experience that " A " goes in
the motor car of " X " and votes for " Y " ?—I think
they have a sense of honour to some extent.
 217.	There is no question of honour involved, and
that is what very often happens.    People go in a
motor car or even lorry ?—It may happen.
 218.	You said twice in the course of your examina-
tion-in-chief, if I may so put it, that there is a great
•dearth of polling officers ?—Yes ;   I admit.
 219.	Supposing universal suffrage is given to the
country, you will find it practically impossible to make
arrangements for polling ?—Very difficult.
 220.	Extremely        difficult ?—Yes,        extremely
difficult.
 221.	Besides this you will also admit that'it would
be extremely difficult for a candidate to come in
personal contact with sucb a large number of voters
if universal suffrage were the rule ?—That will depend
upon the size of the constituency.
 222.	Supposing the present constituencies remain
-as they are and universal suffrage were introduced,
then it is difficult ?—Certainly.
224. The question was raised as to the identification of women voters and you said identification is necessary. Do you not think that it was really overstating the thing ? Do you not think that the necessity for positive identification arises only when it is challenged ?—Yes.
235.	This   memorandum   points   out   that   tribal
relations play an important part in elections.    Is it
the case also with regard to the urban areas or is it
••only in the rural areas ?—It is general in the rural .areas ; it may be so to a certain extent in urban •areas.
 236.	Was this relationship playing a greater part
.in the first council than in the second council ?—There
has been an improvement to some extent.
 237.	It is pointed out in the memorandum that in
the Gurdwara Committee elections only 14 per cent.
•oi the electors voted.    Is it not a fact that the
•elections were very keenly contested ?—The figures
-do not show that.
 238.	I am not talking of the figures.    You know as
-a matter of fact that the Gurdwara question was a
very live question in those days and the Sikh people
•were very keen about it ?—Yes.
239.	Then what is the reason for this low polling ?
—I think the condition of weather had something to
do with it.    The elections were held in June, and July,
which were the hottest months, and the people were
.also busy with their crops.
 
 240.	There are no crops in July ?—In June there
are and in July they go on with their ploughing.
 241.	Ploughing goes on all the year round ?—There
is no ploughing from November* till April.
 242.	July is not a very busy season for *he cul
tivators ?—Fairly busy.
 243.	Is it not due to the fact that the people below
a certain standard—you may call them people at the
bottom—-do not care to vote ?—I think it depends on
canvassing and the initiative taken by the candidate.
If there is sufficient canvassing the electors would
vote.
 244.	Below  a  certain   standard   the   people   are
illiterate and they may not care to vote.    Let me
make my point clear.    If universal suffrage is given
as in the Gurdwara elections, there will be very little
personal  contact   between  the candidate   and   the
elector ?—Not necessarily.
 245.	That has been the result in the Gurdwara
elections ?—My view is that it is due to other causes.
For instance, we carry out the council elections  in
November which is a convenient period and in the
case of the. Gurdwara elections it was the hottest
period.    This could not be helped as we had to hurry
on the elections under the provisions of the act.
 246.	In   the   case   of  female   voters   if   separate
arrangements for  polling  are  made,   will  not  the
polling improve ?—Yes.
 247.	Rai Sahib Chaudkri Chhotu Ram :   In the case
of urban constituencies, all the towns comprising the
constituency are generally connected by rail ?—Yes.
 248.	With regard to secret voting, do you think
people care very much to keep their votes secret ?—
No.
249.	Do you not think that the percentage of men
who are to keep their votes secret will be very, very
low indeed ?—It is very difficult to say.
 252.	In the case of illiterate voters, do  you  not
think that if one of the officers who is responsible for
marking  ballot  papers  were  so   minde<|  he   could
determine the actual result of election ?—No,  be
cause the constituency extends over a vast area and
there are different presiding officers La different areas.
 253.	No,  what I meant was,  if he marked the
papers wrongly ?—It would affect the elections ;  that
is self-evident.
 254.	In the case of lessees is there any minimum,
period fixed for which they must vote ?—Three years,
I think ;  it is in the rules.
 255.	Sir Arthur Froom :  On page 50* is shown an
increase in the percentage of votes to voters between
1923 and 1926 and the increase is 4 per cent.    Is not
that so ?—Yes.
 256.	Would you tell the Conference if, with that
increase, it might be reasonable to suppose that the
expenses of the candidate would also increase ?—
They would.
 257.	Turning to page 28* I notice that although
the increase between 1923 and 1926 in the percentage
of votes to voters is 4 per cent., yet the average
expense of the candidates has increased by 130 per
cent. ?—Yes.
 258.	Would you be inclined to tell the Conference
any deductions you have arrived at from that in
crease ?    Why have the expenses gone up so much ?
—I am afraid I am not in a position to answer that.
 259.	I have only one more question to ask.    It is a
similar question to that which the Rai Sahib had put.
I did not quite catch your reply.    You told the
Conference that the greater number of electors who
go to polling stations are illiterate ?—Yes.
 260.	There   are   certain  number  of  voters   who
though literate, because they get confused   at  the
polling stations also ask the polling officer to mark
the voting paper just like the illiterates ?—Yes.    My
experience is confined to the Lahore town only and
that to two polling stations where there were about
i;500 voters,    I cannot say for the whole province.

